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Absorption of Fermionic Dark Matter
by Nuclear Targets
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1Theory Group, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
2Berkeley Center for Theoretical Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
3Department of Physics, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195, U.S.A.

Abstract: Absorption of fermionic dark matter leads to a range of distinct and novel signa-
tures at dark matter direct detection and neutrino experiments. We study the possible signals
from fermionic absorption by nuclear targets, which we divide into two classes of four Fermi
operators: neutral and charged current. In the neutral current signal, dark matter is absorbed
by a target nucleus and a neutrino is emitted. This results in a characteristically different
nuclear recoil energy spectrum from that of elastic scattering. The charged current channel
leads to induced β decays in isotopes which are stable in vacuum as well as shifts of the
kinematic endpoint of β spectra in unstable isotopes. To confirm the possibility of observing
these signals in light of other constraints, we introduce UV completions of example higher
dimensional operators that lead to fermionic absorption signals and study their phenomenol-
ogy. Most prominently, dark matter which exhibits fermionic absorption signals is necessarily
unstable leading to stringent bounds from indirect detection searches. Nevertheless, we find
a large viable parameter space in which dark matter is sufficiently long lived and detectable
in current and future experiments.ar
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1 Introduction

Despite increasing sensitivities, dark matter direct detection experiments have continued to
yield null results for the long sought after weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) [1–
3]. As such, both theoretical and experimental programs have moved beyond the WIMP
paradigm. On the theoretical side, explorations of alternative dark matter candidates and
production mechanisms have motivated dark matter masses below a GeV [4–16]. On the
experimental side, progress has been made on the size frontier — where ton-scale experi-
ments are needed to search for signals with rates consistent with current bounds. In tandem,
new proposals hope to probe regions of parameter space interesting for lighter dark matter
candidates [17–36].

Another strategy for progress is to explore novel dark matter direct detection signals
(see e.g., [37–39]). With this direction in mind, we recently considered the absorption of a
fermionic dark matter particle in a detector [40] — a scenario in which the dark matter mass
energy is available to the target (in contrast to the well studied elastic scenario where only its
velocity-suppressed kinetic energy may be imparted). In our present work, we build on this
foundation by exploring and cataloging all such absorption signals off nuclear targets, leaving
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the consideration of electron targets to future work [41]. 1 We organize these signals by the
corresponding types of higher dimensional operators which lead to fermionic absorption.

We begin by considering signals from absorption of fermionic dark matter from “neutral
current” processes of the form

(—)
χ + A

ZX→ (—)
ν + A

ZX , (1.1)

where A
ZX is the nuclear target with atomic number Z and atomic mass number A, χ is

the dark matter, and ν is a Standard Model (SM) neutrino. This signal is generated by
dimension-6 neutral current operators of the form [χ̄Γiν] [n̄Γjn] and [χ̄Γiν] [p̄Γjp], where Γi =

{1, γ5, γµ, γµγ5, σµν} contains all possible Lorentz structures. Since dark matter must be
lighter than the nucleons to avoid rapid decays, energy momentum conservation ensures that
the outgoing neutrino carries away most of the dark matter (mass) energy. Nevertheless, a
fraction of the χ mass is still converted into kinetic energy for the recoiling nucleus, resulting
in a distinct signal. Like spin-independent WIMP scattering, the absorption rates can enjoy
a coherent enhancement for larger nuclei. In this work, we study the neutral current in detail
by surveying current experiments and discussing the types of future experiments best suited
to detect these processes.

Another set of fermionic absorption signals are induced β decays

(—)
χ + A

ZX→ e± + A
Z∓1X

(∗)
, (1.2)

where (∗) denotes a possible excited state of the nucleus (which range from below an MeV
to 10s of MeV above the ground state depending on the isotope). Such “charged current”
processes are generated by dimension-6 operators of the form [χ̄Γie] [n̄Γjp]. The induced
decay can occur in isotopes that are stable or unstable in the vacuum. Stable (or meta-stable)
isotopes exist in macroscopic quantities in current experiments and so these can be employed
to look for multiple correlated signals: the energetic ejected e±, the recoil of the daughter
nucleus, a γ from the decay of the excited daughter nucleus, and another β decay of the final
nucleus, if it is unstable. Due to these multiple signals and large e± (and potentially photon)
energy, dedicated searches for induced β decays do not rely on the nuclear recoils being above a
given experimental threshold. However, these processes themselves have kinematic thresholds
allowing them to only probe dark matter masses larger than ∼ 400 keV. This kind of signal
has been considered in the context of sterile neutrino dark matter detection [39], where it was
concluded that immense quantities of Dysprosium (which is rare but has an anomalously small
β decay energy threshold of ∼ 2.5 keV) is needed to probe the parameter space consistent
with indirect detection bounds from sterile neutrino decay. In this paper, we study alternative
dark matter candidates, and find that current experiments can easily observe signals consistent
with other constraints.

In principle, one can look for induced β− or β+ decays for all isotopes within a detector.
Indeed, we find many induced β− decay targets in current dark matter direct detection and

1See [42] for recent work on MeV sterile neutrino dark matter elastically scattering off electrons.
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neutrino experiments. However, induced β+ decay rates suffer relative to those of β− due
to the Coulomb repulsion of the e+ by the nucleus as well as Pauli blocking effects of the
outgoing neutron. As such, we will primarily be interested in signals from induced β+ decays
off of Hydrogen targets in neutrino experiments, as considered in [37] for Super-Kamiokande.
Nonetheless, induced β+ decays are worth consideration since they allow complementary iso-
tope targets in experiments to probe the same operators and might be necessary to search for
the asymmetric dark matter scenario, where only χ or χ may be present today. In this work,
we survey the current experiments which can be used to look for induced β decays of stable
isotopes and their projected reach.

For unstable isotopes, it is more challenging to accumulate macroscopic targets in detec-
tors. Nevertheless, since they have no induced β decay thresholds, they may be used to detect
arbitrarily light dark matter. To find these signals, one can look for outgoing β with energies
beyond the kinematic endpoint of the target isotope’s β decay spectra. Despite these practical
challenges, there are proposals with other primary physics goals which rely on β− decaying
isotopes, such as PTOLEMY [43, 44]. Previous studies have focused on sterile neutrinos where
it’s challenging to compete with current decay bounds [45, 46]. We propose to test light dark
matter using this signal and overview the types of experiments necessary to probe parameter
space consistent with other constraints.

Importantly, dark matter candidates which allow either the neutral or charged current
fermion absorption signals are inevitably unstable and their decays can be searched for using
telescope observations. Since these indirect detection bounds are inherently model-dependent,
we treat all of the dominant decays in concrete UV completions of the above dimension-
6 fermionic absorption operators. For the neutral current, we present a model of gauged
baryon-number with additional coupling to χ and introduce a mixing of χ with the (Dirac)
neutrino. For the charged current, we present a modification of left-right symmetric models
where χ is put into a right handed doublet with the electron instead of the neutrino. In all
cases, the decays depend on large powers ofmχ and so, requiring dark matter to be sufficiently
long-lived leads us to consider masses well below the GeV scale.

This paper is organized as follows. For the neutral current and charged current dimension-
6 operators which yield these unique signals, we present simple UV completions in Section
II. Additionally, Section II contains a detailed discussion of the UV model-dependent dark
matter decay modes that constrain our parameter space. In Sections III through V, we
comprehensively consider all possible signals from absorption by nuclear targets at current
and future direct detection, neutrino, and neutrino-less double beta decay experiments. We
conclude in Section VI.
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2 UV Completions

In this section, we present two UV completions that realize the neutral and charged current
signals presented in this work. After presenting the models, we discuss in detail the various
cosmological and collider constraints, with a particular emphasis on implications for dark
matter stability. In general, a variety of thermal (and non-thermal) production mechanisms
can accommodate the observed dark matter relic abundance. Therefore, accommodating
Ωχh

2 ∼ 0.1 does not place any restrictions on the model parameter space that is of interest to
fermionic absorption signals. As such, we omit a detailed discussion of production mechanisms
from the current work.

2.1 Neutral Current

Simple models that generate the neutral current operator can be built through the introduction
of additional U(1) symmetries broken above the weak scale, and a mass-mixing between the
dark matter candidate and a neutrino. For simplicity, consider a scenario where only χ and
the SM quarks are charged under a new U(1)′, with all of the quarks charged equally (i.e.,
gauging baryon number):

L ⊃ gχ

(1

3

∑
q

q̄γµq +Qχχ̄γµχ
)
Z ′µ +

ε

2
Z ′µνF

µν +
m2
Z′

2
Z ′µZ

′µ , (2.1)

where gχ is the U(1)′ gauge coupling, we have taken the dark matter to have charge Qχ under
the U(1)′, and we have set the quark charge to unity without loss of generality. We also
include a kinetic mixing, ε, which has a natural value ε ∼ egχ/16π2 arising from the running
of quarks within the loop. Integrating out the Z ′ yields the following dimension-6 operator:

L ⊃
g2
χ

m2
Z′

1

3
Qχ
∑
q

q̄γµq χ̄γµχ . (2.2)

Note that Eq. (2.2) is an operator typically considered in elastic scattering. Now suppose
that χ mixes with the SM neutrinos through a Yukawa interaction of a scalar, φ (with charge
Qχ under the U(1)′) which gains a vacuum expectation value (giving the Z ′ a mass contri-
bution). For simplicity, we consider a model with lepton number charged dark matter and
approximately massless Dirac neutrinos such that the U(1)′ invariant mass term is given by:

Lmass ⊃ mχχ̄χ+ (yφχ̄PRν + h.c.) =
(
ν̄ χ̄

)( 0 0

y 〈φ〉 mχ

)
PR

(
ν

χ

)
+ h.c.+ ... (2.3)

After diagonalization, there is one massless state (identified with the SM neutrino) and one

massive state with mass
√
m2
χ + y2 〈φ〉2. Furthermore, a mixing is induced between χR ≡ PRχ

and νR with a mixing angle, θR given by:

sθR =
y 〈φ〉√

y2 〈φ〉2 +m2
χ

. (2.4)
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Z ′ - Model WR - Model
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WR W

ν
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e−

χ

WR π W

ν

e+

Figure 1. Most constraining decays for χ in the neutral current model (left) and charged current
model (right).

Since the mixing is only between the right handed fields, the W -induced χ → νγ decay rate
is heavily suppressed while maintaining a large direct detection signal (in contrast to the case
of sterile neutrinos).

We now discuss the phenomenology of this model. The direct detection signal is primarily
governed by the effective operator:

L ⊃
Qχg

2
χsθRcθR
m2
Z′

(n̄γµn+ p̄γµp) χ̄γµPRν + h.c. (2.5)

There will also be an elastic scattering mode but it is challenging to see for the masses of
interest here, as it produces a smaller energy deposit. Consequently, searches looking for
elastic scattering will generally be weaker than a dedicated fermion absorption search in this
model.

As alluded to above, dark matter is unstable as the χ−ν mixing can lead to various decays
of χ depicted in Fig. 1 (left). Consider first those decays in Fig. 1 (left) induced by 1-loop
kinetic mixing without additional insertions of Z ′ or Z propagators. A curious feature of this
Z ′ model is it does not induce 1 photon or 2 photon decay channels up to these additional
insertions — the single photon channel through kinetic mixing is forbidden by gauge invariance
(this is equivalent to the usual statement that particles charged under a new U(1)′ do not
couple to the SM photon after diagonalization), while the 2 photon channel is forbidden by
charge conjugation (also known as Furry’s theorem). Considering higher orders, we find the
decay of dark matter to 1, or 2 photons up to neutrino mass insertions:

Γχ→νγ = 0 +O

(
m13
χ

(4π)13m12
Z′

)
, Γχ→νγγ = 0 +O

(
m9
χ

(4π)11m8
Z′

)
. (2.6)

For the 1 photon channel, the dominant decay is through a 3-loop diagram with 3 Z ′s. The
leading contribution to the 2 photon channel comes from a 2-loop diagram with 2 Z ′s. All of
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these contributions are negligible for the dark matter masses of interest to us here (mχ . mπ).
Including neutrino mass insertions induces decays through a W loop analogous to those of
sterile neutrinos but suppressed by an additional mixing angle and dependent on the flavor
structure between the right and left handed neutrinos. Since the neutrino that enters the
effective operator in Eq. (2.5) via mixing with χ can be massless, these potential decay channels
can be made arbitrarily small. We assume this here for simplicity.

For mχ & 2me the dominantly constraining decay mode is χ→ νe+e− induced by kinetic
mixing with decay rate given by

Γχ→νe+e− =

(
16 log 2− 31

3

)
m5
χ

512π3

(
εeQχgχsθRcθR

m2
Z′

)2

, (2.7)

For lower dark matter masses the dominant visible decay is χ→ νγγγ through kinetic mixing
in conjunction with the Euler-Heisenberg Lagrangian [47] (one can also circumvent kinetic
mixing by attaching external photons to a loop of quarks however this diagram involves para-
metric suppressions by meson masses and we estimate it to be subdominant). The decay rate
is estimated as (computing the phase space factor numerically with the aid of MadGraph [48]):

Γχ→νγγγ ' 10−7m13
χ

(
(8Qχgχε)sθRcθRα

2

360m4
em

2
Z′

)2

. (2.8)

In addition, χ can decay invisibly to neutrinos, χ→ 3ν, which proceeds through a large power
of the νR − χR mixing angle:

Γχ→ννν = (16 log 2− 11)
m5
χ

128π3

(
Q2
χg

2
χs

3
θR
cθR

m2
Z′

)2

. (2.9)

All the decays arise from irrelevant operators, and as such the rates are proportional to large
powers of mχ. Therefore, ensuring a stable dark matter candidate leads us to consider lighter
dark matter candidates. The limits on dark matter decay rates depends sensitively on the
dark matter mass and particular decay channel. For χ → νe+e− and χ → νγγγ decays we
recast constraints from [49] while for χ → ννν we use bounds from the non-observation of
an anomalous change in the equation of state of the Universe from the era of the Cosmic
Microwave Background until present day [50].

The particular decay rates computed here clearly depend sensitively on the particular
model chosen. As a striking example, note that in the case of a scalar mediator its possible
to completely eliminate the χ→ 3ν decay mode by choosing a scalar which does not carry a
coupling to two neutrinos. In an effort to not let the specifics of the model overshadow the
signal regions observable in experiments, we allow for the possibility of fine-tuning away decays
by introducing a UV kinetic mixing parameter and a UV contribution to the 3ν operator that
can cancel these decays modes to some level. As we show, this will be necessary in all the
detectable parameter space of neutral current absorption for mχ & MeV.

Another possible tension could be that the production of dark matter results in too great
an energy density in the right-handed neutrinos. Assuming that dark matter is produced
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via UV freeze-in, we find that for the lightest dark matter masses we consider for the NC
operators, the energy density in νR relative to that in a SM νL is always less than ∼ 10−3.
Thus, though the energy density in νR depends on the initial DM production mechanism, in
general, it does not have to be in tension with measurements of the early radiation energy
density.

In addition to constraints from indirect detection, there are bounds on this UV comple-
tion that do not depend on χ being dark matter. For mZ′ well above the weak scale, the
dominant constraints arise from mono-jet searches (see [51] for a recent summary). For lighter
Z ′, the dominant constraints arise from flavor changing meson and Z decays induced by a
Wess-Zumino-Witten term present in theories which gauge an anomalous combination of SM
charges [52, 53]. Constraints also come from looking for heavy anomaly-canceling fermions
directly in colliders [54]. Since the scale of the effective operators we consider here are above
the weak scale, we do not expect significant constraints from star cooling, beam dump, or
supernovae which are often crucial when discussing light dark matter. 2

2.2 Charged Current

UV completions which result in a charged current signal typically require new states charged
under electromagnetism. Such a situation is a prediction of an extended electroweak sector,
one example of which we explore here. A simple extended breaking pattern is [55]3

SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)X
〈Φ〉−−→ SU(2)L ×U(1)Y

〈H〉−−→ U(1)EM . (2.10)

The initial breaking can be accomplished when an SU(2)R doublet scalar, Φ charged as
(1,2, 1/2), gets a vev;

Φ =

(
φ+

φ0

)
, 〈Φ〉 =

1√
2

(
0

u

)
. (2.11)

In this stage of breaking U(1)Y is formed out of a linear combination of SU(2)R × U(1)X
charges:

Y = X + T 3
R . (2.12)

The second stage of breaking can be accomplished with a H charged as (2, 2̄, 0). This corre-
sponds to:

H =

(
h0

1 h+
1

h−2 h0
2

)
, 〈H〉 =

v√
2

(
cβ 0

0 sβ

)
, (2.13)

where the EM charge is given by,

Q = X + T 3
L + T 3

R . (2.14)
2In principle, this conclusion may be too hasty since, while the fermion absorption operator scale we consider

will always be above the weak scale, the q̄γµqχ̄γµχ operator could have a scale a little below the weak scale.
Nevertheless, since we work in a regime where it is at most comparable to the weak scale and Z′ only couples
to baryons we estimate there are no additional strong constraints.

3More generally, the fermions may be charged under SU(2)L/R in alternative structures (see e.g. [56] for a
review).
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The lepton number carrying dark matter χ in this set-up is identified with the right
handed component χR ≡ PRχ charged as (1,2, 0) and is assumed to complete the lepton right
handed doublets. We do not need to introduce gauge singlet right-handed neutrino partners
for the SM neutrinos, but may do so to realize a standard seesaw mechanism. Many known
mechanisms may be used to generate SM neutrino masses and we do not prefer a particular
one as they do not affect the fermionic absorption phenomenology. Additionally, there will be
an inert left handed component χL i.e., a singlet under all gauge symmetries. As is typical for
left right symmetric models we place the SM right-handed fermions (we will consider only one
generation here) into right handed doublets (≡ R) under SU(2)R and left handed fermions in
doublets (≡ L) under SU(2)L.

The SU(2)R gauge boson masses primarily arise in the usual way, from the kinetic term
once Φ develops a vev 〈Φ〉, and are given by

MWR
=

1

2
gRu , MZR =

1

2
(g2
R + g2

χ)1/2u . (2.15)

In addition, there is a mass mixing between the W and WR at tree level given by,

L ⊃ −1

4
gLgRv

2s2βWµW
µ
R . (2.16)

For a generic scalar potential s2β is O(1) and hence there is a mixing angle between W and
WR of O(m2

W /m
2
WR

), which leads to χ decay. To minimize this mixing we work in limit that
s2β → 0, which can be achieved if H contributes negligibly to the breaking of SU(2)R such
that cβ = 1 and sβ = 0 as in the inert doublet model [57].

Recall that we place the quarks into right handed multiplets, while the dark matter χR
completes the lepton right handed doublets. This leads to the following term allowed by all
the symmetries:

L ⊃ gR√
2
WRµ (χ̄γµPRe+ ūγµPRd) + h.c. . (2.17)

Additionally, fermion masses are generated from Yukawa interactions withH and H̃ ≡ σ2H
∗σ2

of the form L̄HR and L̄H̃R as follows:

L ⊃ yuv√
2
ūu+

ydv√
2
d̄d+

y`v√
2

¯̀̀ +
yνv√

2
(ν̄PRχ+ h.c.) . (2.18)

Unlike standard studies, instead of considering right handed neutrinos in the lepton dou-
blets we have introduced χR states as well as the additional inert χL. In this sense this model
explicitly breaks the true left-right symmetric nature of the setup. Since χL is a singlet it
forms a Yukawa coupling with the Φ and the right handed doublet,

L ⊃ yχ Φχ̄ PR

(
e

χ

)
+ h.c. ⊃ yχ u√

2
χ̄χ, (2.19)
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preventing νL and χR from forming a Dirac fermion. We assume yχu � yνv such that the
SM neutrino is effectively massless and mχ is a free parameter. 4 After integrating out the
WR boson we get the quark level interactions:

L ⊃
g2
R

M2
WR

1

2

[
ūγµPRd

][
ēγµPRχ

]
+ h.c. . (2.20)

In terms of the nucleons this gives the interaction:

L ⊃
g2
R

4M2
WR

[
p̄γµ (1 + λγ5)n

][
ēγµPRχ

]
+ h.c. , (2.21)

where λ ' 1.2694± 0.0028 is the axial to vector coupling from data [58].
We now consider possible decays as shown in Fig. 1 (right). The safest possibility is

to only charge the first generation under the new SU(2)R to minimize the mixing between
the W and WR, and so we focus on this case5. One loop radiative corrections induce a log-
divergent mixing between WR and the SM W boson which vanishes at u, and at low energies,
is approximately

L ⊃

(
g2
Lg

2
Rmumd

(4π)2M2
WR

M2
W

log
u

ΛQCD

)
gµνj

µ
Lj

ν
R (2.22)

where jµL,R are the left and right gauge currents (defined without the couplings). Below the
QCD scale there is an additional contribution from the running which we estimate at leading
order using chiral perturbation theory. Starting with the chiral Lagrangian (Σ ≡ eiπ

aσa/fπ)
we can extract the mixing with the pions:

f2
π

4
Tr
[
(DµΣ)†DµΣ

]
⊃ fπ

2

[
gLW

+
µ + gRW

+
Rµ

]
∂µπ− + h.c. (2.23)

Integrating out the pions induces a coupling between the left and right handed currents:

L ⊃

(
g2
Lg

2
Rf

2
π

8m2
π

1

M2
WR

M2
W

)
∂µjR,µ∂

νjL,ν + h.c. , (2.24)

which of the two terms dominates will depend on the mass of χ. The decay rates (ignoring
the interference terms) are:

Γ
(1−loop)
χ→e+e−ν = (16 log 2− 11)

m5
χ

512π3

(
g2
Lg

2
Rmumd

(4π)2M2
WR

M2
W

log
mu

ΛQCD

)2

, (2.25)

Γ
(π)
χ→e+e−ν =

(
log 4− 31

24

)
m7
χm

2
e

256π3

(
g2
Lg

2
Rf

2
π

8m2
π

1

M2
WR

M2
W

)2

. (2.26)

4yν is not needed, but is included since no symmetry forbids it. However, we do assume that it is sufficiently
small to prevent significant decays to 3 left-handed neutrinos through the SM 4-neutrino coupling.

5In addition to making the W -WR mixing worse, charging more SM generations would introduce new,
accompanying dark-sector states for the heavier SM leptons. If they comprise a fraction of dark matter, they
would not produce charged current signals at experiments as processes with a dark matter absorbed and a
heavy lepton emitted would be kinematically forbidden. Thus, the charged current signals would only come
from the fraction of “first generation” dark matter.
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Note that Eq. (2.25) will in general be less constraining than decays in the neutral current
model as Eq. (2.25) contains additional factors of inverse mediator when compared to Eq.(2.7)-
(2.9).

As in the case of the neutral current, one can look directly for the operators we consider
here without requiring the presence of χ as dark matter. The most powerful direct search
arise from collider physics from searches for heavy charged states. For simplicity we focus on
the limit where WR is heavy such that it is never produced on-shell. In this case, there are
limits using the energy-enhanced nature of the ud̄ → eχ process however we note that this
process does not interfere with any Standard Model rate resulting in most collider searches
being inapplicable (as they rely on a final state neutrino). Nevertheless, there are searches
at 8 TeV which look for helicity-non-conserving contact interactions which should be roughly
applicable here [59]. We estimate that these restrict g2

R/4M
2
WR

. (4.5 TeV)−2.
In addition to direct collider searches, one can look for deviations from the SM in known

β decays. For any such decay, the SM prediction is hard to evaluate rendering it challenging
to use these process for precision searches for new physics in the limit that the scale of the
higher dimensional operator is well above the weak scale. Nevertheless, it was suggested to
use super-allowed (Fermi) transitions in between isotopes with vanishing spin and unit parity
(IP = 0+ → 0+) [60] (see also [61–66] for earlier work). Such transitions are insensitive to
the axial part of the operator and the vector contribution does not get renormalized under
QCD [67] (what became known as the conserved vector current hypothesis), which makes
it possible to compute the rates to the sub-percent level. In [60], constraints are put on
operators of the form, Λ−2

ν [p̄Γin] [ēΓjν], which can interfere with the SM amplitudes resulting
in a limit on the operator cutoff scale: Λ2

ν & 103GF (GF ' 10−5 GeV−2 is the Fermi constant).
Computing these constraints for the operators of interest here is an involved task and beyond
the scope of this work. Instead, we roughly estimate the sensitivity β decay experiments can
have assuming a similar analysis can be done for operators involving χ. The constraint on Λν is
sensitive to the interference term between the SM and new operator term which is O(GF Λ−2

ν ),
while for χ operators there is no interference. Defining the higher dimensional operator for
charged current fermion absorption with a scale Λ, the leading term in the β experiments
is O

(
Λ−4

)
. Equating the observed limit to this operator we find that if such a search were

carried out we would expect a sensitivity of order, Λ & 1.5 TeV, which is weaker than present
collider bounds. We also emphasize that such constraints depend critically on the mass of χ
— when mχ & O (MeV) different β decay channels become kinematically unavailable, quickly
weakening the constraints. Other possible ways to handle the nuclear uncertainties are using
the neutron lifetime and angular distributions in nuclear decays, however the constraints using
these techniques are weaker than the ones estimated above [68].

Outside of nuclear decays its possible to use charged pions decay searches looking for
π± → e±χ [69], however these searches are not able to extend to χ masses below 60 MeV due
to backgrounds from muon decays, which will be outside our range of interest for the charged
current operator. Lastly, we comment that, as for the neutral current operator UV completion,
we do not expect significant constraints from star cooling, beam dump, or supernovae since
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the scale of the effective operators we consider here are above the weak scale.

3 Neutral Current Nuclear Recoils

We first study the nuclear recoils from the dimension-6 neutral current operator generated by
the UV model discussed in Sec. 2.1 with the identification 1/Λ2 ≡ Qχg2

χsθRcθR/m
2
Z′ ,

1

Λ2
(n̄γµn+ p̄γµp) χ̄γµPRν + h.c. . (3.1)

This operator leads to the the nuclear recoil process;

χ(mχ~v) + N(~0)→ ν(~pν) + N(~q) , (3.2)

in which an incoming dark matter with velocity ~v is absorbed by a target nucleus N at rest
which then recoils with momentum ~q against the light ν of momentum ~pν . While this vector
structure is inspired by the Z ′ model, we emphasize that these signals can arise from operators
with a more general Lorentz structure for which the formalism that follows can also be applied.

The relevant experimental observable is the differential scattering rate per nuclear recoil
energy. We begin with the usual differential cross section,

d σ =
|MN |2

4EχENv

∏
j

d3pj

2Ej (2π)3 (2π)4 δ4
(
pµχ + pµi − p

µ
ν − p

µ
f

)
(3.3)

=

√
ER
2M

|MN |2dER d (cos θqv)

16πvmχpν
δ
(
ER + pν −mχ(1 + v2/2)

)
,

where |MN |2 is the matrix element squared averaged over initial and summed over final
spins, pµi(f) is the initial (final) four-momentum of the nucleus, ER = q2/2M is the energy
of the recoiling nucleus, M is the mass of the nucleus, θqv is the angle between ~v and ~q,
and pν =

√
m2
χv

2 + q2 − 2mχvq cos θqv. The incoming dark matter is non-relativistic, so its
energy is roughly equal to its mass. Dropping O (v) terms, the energy-conserving δ function
simplifies to6

δ
(
ER + pν −mχ(1 + v2/2)

)
' mχ

M
δ
(
ER − E0

R

)
, (3.4)

where E0
R = m2

χ/2M since mχ �M . Thus, the differential cross section reduces to

dσ

dER
=
|MN |2

16πvM2
δ
(
ER − E0

R

)
. (3.5)

6νR could in fact be any neutral, light fermion in the dark sector. As long as it is much lighter than dark
matter, q ∼ mχ � mνR gives rise to the distinctive fermionic absorption nuclear recoil spectrum.
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The differential scattering rate per nuclear recoil energy in an experiment is related to
this differential cross section by

dR

dER
= NTnχ

〈
dσ

dER
v

〉
Θ(E0

R − Eth), (3.6)

where NT is the number of nuclear targets in the experiment, nχ is the local number density of
dark matter, the average is performed over the incoming dark matter’s velocity distribution,
and Θ(E0

R − Eth) approximates the nuclear recoil energy threshold of the experiment with a
step function (see Appendix B for a summary of Eth for the experiments considered here).
The average over the dark matter velocity distribution is trivial and yields

dR

dER
= NT

ρχ
mχ

σNCA
2F (q)2δ(ER − E0

R)Θ(E0
R − Eth) , (3.7)

where ρχ ' 0.4 GeV/cm3 is the local dark matter energy density, σNC = m2
χ/
(
4πΛ4

)
is the

absorption cross section per nucleon, A is the atomic mass number of the target nucleus, and
F (q) is the Helm form factor [70] of the target nucleus (normalized to 1).

This scattering rate is different from the usual elastic scattering rate for dark matter
(see [71] for a recent review) since the typical recoil energy from an elastic scatter is of the
order v2µ2

χN/M (where µχN is the χ-N reduced mass), while the fermionic absorption recoil
is peaked at m2

χ/2M . Therefore, for a fixed dark matter mass, the nuclear recoil energy for
fermionic absorption is 1/v2 ∼ 106 times larger than that of usual elastic recoil. This al-
lows direct detection experiments to probe dark matter candidates roughly 1/v ∼ 103 times
lighter than normal, in addition to allowing neutrino detectors with larger exposures but
higher thresholds to make competitive searches. In order to highlight the differences between
fermionic absorption and elastic scattering rates, we compare the differential scattering rates
per recoil energy per detector mass (MT ) at one particular experiment, CRESST [72], in
Fig. 2. To make an illustrative comparison, we set the spin-independent WIMP cross-section
equal to the absorption cross section per nucleon, which we set as σNC = 10−40 cm2, and show
the elastic rate for a heavier WIMP, mWIMP = 7 GeV, while taking 7 MeV for the fermion
absorption signal. To obtain the finite heights and widths of the fermionic absorption peaks
which are not given by the δ function in Eq. (3.7), we calculate the differential scattering
rate after expanding the energy-conserving δ function to first order in v (see Appendix A
for details). CRESST illustrates the differences in scattering rates well because it contains
multiple target isotopes in its CaWO4 crystals which give rise to four peaks from absorbing
fermionic dark matter which are distinguishable if the energy resolution is less than 50 eV [72].
The figure demonstrates the relative ease with which experiments looking for fermionic ab-
sorption nuclear recoils can see the signal above the background by correlating the locations
and heights of scattering rates off multiple target isotopes. Even in the absence of multiple
distinguishable peaks, detectors can still use the peaked nature of the fermionic absorption
differential scattering rate to differentiate the signal from the noise.

Having discussed the novel signature of neutral current nuclear recoils from fermionic
absorption, we now project the sensitivities of future and current experiments to this signal.
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Figure 2. Differential scattering rate per recoil energy per detector mass at CRESST [72] from
fermionic absorption of a mχ = 7 MeV dark matter with σNC = 10−40 cm2. Also shown is the elastic
scattering rate for a WIMP with massmWIMP = 7 GeV and spin-independent cross section per nucleon
σn = 10−40 cm2, along with the CRESSTIII nuclear recoil threshold at 100 eV. The figure inset zooms
in on the bunched peaks corresponding to the four isotopes of Tungsten.

Integrating the differential scattering rate over all recoil energies and summing over all isotopes
j present in an experiment, we find the total event rate is

R =
ρχ
mχ

σNC
∑
j

NT,jA
2
jFj(q)

2Θ(E0
R,j − Eth) . (3.8)

For simplicity, we project bounds on σNC by requiring < 10 events occur in a given experiment.
We start by considering the regime mχ . MeV. Since ER ∝ 1/M , lighter isotopes are

particularly useful in probing such light candidates. Even still, reaching such light masses
requires nuclear recoil thresholds lower than those of current experiments. We do not make
detailed projections for any specific future experiment since they are diverse and would possibly
involve absorption by collective modes rather than individual nuclei. Instead, we simply make
projections for scattering off individual nuclei of Hydrogen or Lithium in future experiments
with Eth = 1 eV and MTT = 100 kg yr in Fig. 3 (see [24, 34] for proposals). The kink in the
Lithium line is due to the two naturally occurring isotopes, 6Li and 7Li. Since ER ∝ 1/M

and we approximate the energy threshold with a step function, the kink occurs when the dark
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Figure 3. Projected upper bound on σNC as a function of mχ at future detectors with Hydrogen
or Lithium targets. Bounds for both potential targets are shown assuming Eth = 1 eV and MTT =

100 kg yr. Also shown in gray are the constraints from direct searches for Z ′s and decays of χ for the
benchmark UV completion with mZ′ = 18 GeV, sθR = 10−1.5, and Qχ = 0.1, as described in the text.

matter is too light to cause 7Li to recoil with an energy above the threshold, but is still heavy
enough to push 6Li above the threshold.

While the projected sensitivities only rely on the defining neutral current absorption op-
erator in Eq. (3.1), any UV completion will have other relevant constraints. In particular
for our UV completion, setting mZ′ = 18 GeV, sθR = 10−1.5, and Qχ = 0.1, the χ → ννν

decay is the most constraining indirect bound [50]. Additionally, searches for such a Z ′ [51]
and bounds on SM four-fermion interactions [53] are the most stringent direct constraints.
Both direct and indirect bounds are shown as gray regions in the figure. We see that mod-
erate, achievable energy thresholds and exposures of light isotopes can quickly probe viable,
unexplored parameter space for mχ . MeV.

Next, we consider heavier dark matter with mχ & MeV. This dark matter is sufficiently
heavy to cause nuclear recoils above detector thresholds at existing experiments, as shown in
Fig. 4. In fact, the recoil energies can be so large that they allow non-dark matter specialized
experiments, such as Borexino [74], COHERENT [77, 78] , and CUORE [73], to probe viable
parameter space. We summarize the relevant details of each current experiment in Appendix
B. Similar to our discussion of the kinked Lithium line, every kink in this figure corresponds
to a particular isotope’s recoil energy dropping below its corresponding experiment’s recoil
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Figure 4. Projected upper bound on σNC as a function of mχ at current experiments, includ-
ing CUORE [73] (dark purple), Borexino [74] (purple), LUX [1] (dotted navy blue), PandaX-II [75]
(dashed navy blue), XENON1T [76] (solid navy blue), COHERENT [77, 78] (blue), PICO-60 run with
CF3I [79] (dashed sky blue), PICO-60 run with C3F8 [80] (solid sky blue), SuperCDMS [81] (solid
aqua), CDMSlite Run 2 [82] (dashed aqua), DarkSide-50 [83, 84] (green), DAMIC [85] (lime), NEWS-
G [86] (yellow), EDELWEISS-SURF [87] (orange), CRESST II [88] (solid red), and CRESST III [72]
(dashed red). Here we have taken mZ′ = 18 GeV, sθR = 10−2, and Qχ = 0.1. Also shown are the
constraints from direct searches for Z ′s and decays of χ for the benchmark point chosen, as described
in the text. The dashed grey contours show the level of fine-tuning necessary in our UV completion
to avoid rapid χ→ νe+e− and χ→ ννν decays in tension with indirect detection bounds [49, 50].

threshold.

As discussed before, any particular UV completion of the neutral current absorption op-
erator will have additional constraints. We set mZ′ = 18 GeV, sθR = 10−2, and Qχ = 0.1 for
our simple UV completion in the figure. Fine-tuning of ε in Eq. (2.7) is needed to avoid indi-
rect detection bounds on χ→ νe+e− decays [49], denoted with dashed grey contours labeled
FTε in the figure. Additionally, fine-tuning against the IR contribution to the χ→ ννν decay
in Eq. (2.9) is necessary to varying degrees [50], denoted with dashed grey contours labeled
FTν . These fine-tuning contours further motivate future iterations of current experiments
with larger exposures and lower thresholds, such as Argo [89], DARWIN [90], PICO-500, and
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB [91]. However, the requirement of fine-tuning to evade indirect detec-
tion bounds is highly model-dependent. For example, introducing flavor-dependent couplings
might greatly reduce the need for any fine-tuning. Regardless, the projected bounds on σNC

are model-independent and encourage both searches for these neutral current fermionic dark
matter absorption signals at current experiments and the study of UV completions of these
operators which more naturally suppress decays bounded by indirect detection.

4 Charged Current: Induced β Decays

We now study the signals from the dimension-6 charged current operator generated by the
UV model discussed in Sec. 2.2:

1

Λ2

[
p̄γµ (1 + λγ5)n

][
ēγµPRχ

]
+ h.c. , (4.1)

where λ ' 1.2694± 0.0028, with we identify 1/Λ2 ≡ g2
R/4M

2
WR

. For sufficiently massive dark
matter, scattering on a nucleus can result in the conversion of a neutron/proton within the
nucleus into a proton/neutron, accompanied by the emission of an energetic e∓ in the final
state — analogous to the familiar induced β∓ processes in neutrino physics. This processes
can lead to a variety of possible correlated signals depending on the target nucleus and dark
matter mass. We now consider the scenario in which dark matter induces β transitions in
isotopes that are stable against β decay in a vacuum. Signals arising from the decays of stable
isotopes are particularly appealing as such nuclei exist in large abundances within the target
material of current direct detection and neutrino experiments. We reserve study of unstable
isotopes and the effect of dark matter transitions on the kinematic endpoint of their β decay
spectrum for Sec. 5.

Induced β transitions will occur if the dark matter mass is above the kinematic threshold
given by:

mχ > mβ∓

th ≡M
(∗)
A,Z±1 +me −MA,Z . (4.2)

Throughout this work, we takeMA,Z to be the mass of the nucleus of the isotope AZX. Note that
ifMA,Z−1 < MA,Z−me, then the nucleus AZX can undergo electron capture. These isotopes are
generally not long-lived, so the scenario of induced β+ decay is most interesting for isotopes
where electron capture is kinematically forbidden. Thus, for dark matter induced β+ decay,
we limit ourselves to isotopes with MA,Z−1 > MA,Z −me. An additional complication occurs
for β+ decays in heavy isotopes where in general the number of neutrons is far greater than
the number of protons, and Pauli Blocking effects would make β+ transitions into the ground
state or lowest lying excited states of the daughter nucleus disfavored. This motivates us to
focus on signals of induced β+ decays in experiments containing Hydrogen as a target.

If the energy imparted upon the proton/neutron by the dark matter, i.e. mχ, is signif-
icantly less than the binding energy of the nucleus . 10 MeV, the proton/neutron will not
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have enough energy to escape and the dominant process will be from the outbound nucleon
remaining bound to the nucleus, leading to two possible processes:

β−: χ+ n→ p+ e− ⇒ χ+ A
ZX→ A

Z+1X
(∗)

+ e− ,

β+: χ̄+ p→ n+ e+ ⇒ χ̄+ A
ZX→ A

Z−1X
(∗)

+ e+ . (4.3)

Note that as a result of angular momentum conservation considerations, the daughter nucleus
will generically be produced in an excited state. For dark matter masses greater than 10 MeV
(where the incoming dark matter also begins to resolve the individual nucleons upon scatter-
ing), other signals are in general possible. In particular, with enough energy the incoming
dark matter particle can break apart the nucleus and the ejected proton/neutron will then
hadronize and shower for energies above the QCD scale, leading to an array of possible new
signals. The inclusive cross section in this case may be computed using standard techniques
[58]. However, dark matter decays rates scale as a large power of mχ (see Eq. (2.25) for the
expressions for our charged current UV completion), and so will tend to be in conflict with
astrophysical constraints at larger mχ for detectable cross-sections. We leave a detailed study
of this regime to future work.

The kinematics of the induced β process in the limit that mχ �MA,Z are straightforward
to compute. The energy of the outgoing e± and daughter nucleus are:

ER '

{
mχ −mβ

th (electron)(
mχ −mβ

th

)2
/2M

(∗)
A,Z−1 (nucleus)

. (4.4)

Note that the recoil energies parallel the neutral current case with the replacement mχ →
mχ −mβ

th for mχ > me. As can be seen from Eq. 4.4 the recoiling nucleus signal will be, as
with the neutral current signal, velocity independent to leading order.

We now compute the inclusive rate for dark matter induced β decays and make projections
for current experimental sensitivities. We defer discussion of specific signals to the end of this
section but note that these charged current signals are typically well above experimental
thresholds and have several correlated signals. Hence for most experiments of interest, the
events are striking enough that they should easily pass experimental cuts. The signal rate for
an experiment carrying a set of target isotopes parameterized by j is given by:

R =
ρχ

2mχ

∑
j

NT, j nj〈σv〉j , (4.5)

where ρχ is the local dark matter density, and NT, j is the number of targets of a given isotope.
Here we have assumed that any e± energy could potentially be detected, and integrate over
all energies and angles of e± emission). An additional factor nj accounts for the total number
of parton level targets for the β decay:

nj '

{
Aj − Zj (β−)

Zj (β+)
. (4.6)
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We emphasize that the rate scales with target volume and experimental exposure. Therefore,
computing the rate as in Eq. (4.5) requires experimental input along with the computation of
the scattering cross section for dark matter off nucleons.

For mχ below the binding energy of nucleons (mχ . 10MeV), the absorption process
cannot resolve the constituents of the nucleons and we consider only scattering off entire
nuclei. In this regime, we may write the differential cross section (in the center of mass frame)
as7

d σ

dΩ
=

1

64π2E2
cm

|~pe|
|~pχ|

∑
transitions

|MN |2 , (4.7)

where Ω is the solid angle θ is the angle between the incoming dark matter and the emitted
electron/positron,MN the amplitude is for scattering off of nucleons, ~pe (~pχ) is the momen-
tum of the electron (dark matter), and here we sum over possible nuclear spin states which
manifests as a sum over the allowed transitions. Note that Eq. (4.7) holds for both induced
β− and β+ decays. However, the nuclear rate will depend on which of the two processes is
under-consideration, and we discuss this further in what follows.

We emphasize that any large exposure experiments (both neutrino and designated dark
matter direct detection) can be re-purposed to search for induced beta decays from fermionic
absorption provided the kinematic threshold, Eq. (4.2), is low enough. A list of select stable
(or meta-stable) isotopes in which light dark matter could induce β transitions is summarized
in Table 1. The isotopes are grouped by their stability against β− or β+ decay, and for each
possible transition we quote the value of the threshold given by Eq. (4.2) for the ∆I = 0 and
∆I = ±1 transition with the lowest threshold — (though other transitions are also generally
accessible — see Fig. 5 for a summary of various transitions corresponding to the experimental
targets we consider here).

The plethora of different isotopes that undergo induced β− transitions leads to a wide
range of signals at various experiments utilizing different target materials. For a list of exper-
iments and corresponding target materials and exposures, see appendix B. From Table 1 we
see that the lowest possible dark matter mass that the induced beta decay signal can probe
is about mχ ∼ 355 keV from absorption by a 131

54Xe nucleus at a Xenon based experiment.
Additionally note that 125

52Te has a particularly low threshold of 374 keV, making CUORE,
which utilizes TeO2 crystals and was designed to search for neutrino-less double β decay, par-
ticularly suited to probe sub-MeV dark matter masses. For the charged current process, we
focus entirely on current experiments. Interestingly, there is one transition in the Standard
Model with an anomalously small threshold of 2.5 keV that can employ ∆I = ±1 transitions,
χ + 163

66Dy → 163
67Ho + e−. This was considered in [39] as a way to probe sterile neutri-

nos. Unfortunately, the tremendous expense of building large volume experiments filled with
Dysprosium make it a challenging direction to observe fermionic absorption.

7Note that to O
(
v0
)
, the center of mass frame is approximately the lab frame, and we drop any indices to

this affect.
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Process Isotope (Threshold ∆I = 0, ∆I = ±1 )

β−: A
6C→ A

7N
12
6C(18.3 MeV, 17.3 MeV), 13

6C(2.22 MeV, 5.7 MeV)

A
8O→ A

9F
16
8O(16.4 MeV, 16.4 MeV), 17

8O(2.76 MeV, 3.75 MeV),
18
8O(2.70 MeV, 1.65 MeV)

A
52Te→ A

53I
130
52Te(1.42 MeV, 6.62 MeV), 128

52Te(2.25 MeV, 1.25 MeV),
126
52Te(3.1 MeV, 1.41 MeV), 125

52Te(430 keV, 374 keV)

A
54Xe→ A

55Cs
129
54Xe(1.19 MeV, 1.33 MeV), 131

54Xe(570 keV, 355 keV),
134
54Xe(2.23 MeV, 490 keV), 136

54Xe(1.09 MeV, 1.06 MeV)

β+: 1
1H→ n 1

1H(1.8 MeV)

Table 1. Here we summarize notable isotopes that could undergo induced β transitions, with a focus on
the most abundant isotopes of materials interesting for the experiments we consider here (see Appendix B).
The right hand column displaces the threshold Eq. (4.2) for the transition with the smallest splitting between
the ground state of the parent nucleus and the excited state of the daughter allowed by the selection rule in
question (∆I = 0,∆I = ±1). Note that for Gamow Teller ∆I = ±1 ground state to ground state transitions
are possible leading to the sub-keV thresholds. For induced β− transitions many processes exist with low
threshold (see Fig. 5 for additional possible higher threshold transitions), however for β+ transitions Pauli
blocking effects in heavy isotopes will generally disfavor transitions into the lowest lying excited states of the
daughter nucleus. This leads us, in the present work, to consider only induced β+ processes involving target
materials with Hydrogen.

4.1 Induced β− Decays

We now focus specifically on signals from induced β− decays

χ(mχ ~v) + A
ZX(~0)→ e−(~pe) + A

Z+1X(~q) , (4.8)

and compute projected experimental limits by computing the expected rate Eq. (4.5) at specific
experiments given current exposures. The nucleon level amplitude, required to compute the
differential scattering cross section in Eq. (4.7), may then be written as follows:

MN =
√
F(Z + 1, Ee)M . (4.9)

HereM is the parton level scattering amplitude for β− transitions χ+n→ p+e− generated by
the operator in (4.1), with the p/n momentum normalized to nuclei mass i.e. pµpµ = M2

Aj , Zj
8.

8Note that the vector and axial vector form factors are implicitly defined in (4.1) for low momentum
transfer q2 = (kχ − ke)2, and agree with results from the neutrino literature namely fV (q2 ∼ 0) = 1 and
fA(q2 ∼ 0) = −1.2694 [58]. Note that while the technology exists to compute form factors for scattering
between different nuclei generated by general operators, we are unaware of such a computation carried out in
the literature.
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Figure 5. A comprehensive summary of every induced β− decay we consider, plotted in the A versus
mβ

th. Circles represent nuclear transitions in which the nuclear spin does not change, while crosses
represent those which change by 1. Note that Super-Kamiokande and CUORE both contain oxygen,
hence their overlap from A = 16− 18.

The factor F(Z + 1, E) in Eq. (4.9) is the usual Fermi function accounting for Coloumb
interactions between nucleons [58] for β transitions, and is given by:

F(Z,Ee) = 2(1 + S)
|Γ(S + iη)|2

Γ(1 + S)2

(
2rN |~pe|

)2S−2
eπη , (4.10)

where η = αZEe/|~pe| = αZEe/
√
E2
e −m2

e and S =
√

1− α2Z2. Here the nuclear radius is
given by rN = 1.2 fmA1/3. For large Ee � me, the Fermi function asymptotes to a larger
for isotopes with larger Z — therefore experiments utilizing light target nuclei (such Super-
Kamiokande and Borexino) are particularly sensitive at larger dark matter masses (as they
result in higher energy electrons).

As discussed above, Eq. (4.7) includes a sum over all possible nuclear spin states. The
Lorentz structure of a given charged current operator dictates what kind of angular momentum
selection rules are in effect, and therefore which nuclear transitions are allowed. For the model
considered here the operator in Eq. (4.7) contains both vector and axial vector couplings. In
the case of a pure vector operator and light dark matter, Fermi transitions will dominate
(other transitions will be suppressed by factors of e−mχrN ). Fermi transitions are transitions
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in which the spin of the dark matter and the electron are parallel so that the spin angular
momentum of the initial and final nucleus is unchanged ∆IF = 0. Meanwhile, for axial and
axial-vector couplings, Gamow-Teller transitions become possible and contribute to the sum.
In these transitions the dark matter and electron have anti-parallel spins so that the nucleus
spin must change to conserve angular momentum ∆IGT = 1. Both Fermi and Gamow-Teller
transitions preserve parity (π). Note that here we have focused entirely on the low energy limit.
For mχ � r−1

N all angular momentum transitions are accessible. A summary of all possible
Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions for the experimental target materials considered here is
presented in Fig. 5, where we also show the kinematic threshold for β− decays to occur given
each excited state mass M (∗)

Zj+1,Aj
as dictated by Eq. (4.2) (the smallest thresholds possible

for Fermi and Gamow-Tellar transitions is also quoted in Table. 1)
The parton spin averaged nucleon level matrix element arising from the charged current

operator Eq. (4.1) for induced β− decay is given by:

|M|2 =
4mnmχ

Λ4

[
Ee (2mn −mp + 2mχ − Ee)−m2

e

+ 2λ
(
E2
e −m2

e

)
+ λ2

(
Ee (2mn +mp + 2mχ − Ee)−m2

e

) ]
, (4.11)

Note that Eq. (4.11) contains both vector (∝ λ0), axial vector (∝ λ2), and interference terms
(∝ λ). All terms contribute to ∆I = 0 and ∆π = 0 transitions, while the axial term addi-
tionally allows for Gamow-Teller transitions ∆I = ±1 and ∆π = 0. Therefore, the daughter
nucleus is often necessarily be formed in an excited state — one that obeyed the Fermi or
Gamow-Teller spin angular momentum selection rule.

With Eq. (4.11) we can compute thermally averaged cross section from Eqs. (4.7) - (4.9)
for induced β− decays, which we find to be:

〈σv〉j =
|~pe|j

16πmχM2
Aj ,Zj

|MNj |2 , (4.12)

where as the rate is independent of solid angle to leading order we able to trivially carry
out the angular integral. Here, |~pe|2j = (mβ

th, j − mχ)(mβ
th, j − mχ − 2me) is the electron’s

outgoing 3-momentum in the center of mass frame (which is approximately the lab frame),
in the limit that me, mχ,m

β
th, j � MAj ,Zj . The j index refers to a specific transition (Fermi

or Gamow-Teller) of a given isotope of an experimental target material. The total event rate
for induced β− may now be computed by plugging in Eq. (4.12) into Eq. (4.5) and summing
over the contributions from each isotope and each possible transition a given isotope could
undergo under the angular momentum selection rules:

R =
ρχ

2mχ

∑
j

NT,jnj
|~pe|j

16πmχM2
Aj ,Zj

F(Z + 1, Ee)|M|2 . (4.13)

In contrast to the neutral current signal rate there are no implicit experimental cuts imposed on
the induced β− event rate at this level i.e. we assume all events are above the experimental
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energy threshold (with the notable exception being Super-Kamiokande which has a higher
energy detection threshold of 3.5 MeV [92]).

We now comment on the possible signals due to a charged current event. From the kine-
matics in Eq. (4.4) we see that there is significant velocity-independent nuclear recoil energy,
analogous to the situation in neutral current processes. One can then look for correlated
peaks between different isotopes in the target material as discussed in Sec. 3. Even more
striking, charged current processes result in an emitted energetic e± which could be observed
at experiments. The emitted energetic electron can shower in the detector, and one may then
search for this electron in parallel with the nuclear recoil. Additionally, the daughter nucleus
will typically be produced in an excited state (as determined by angular momentum selection
rules) which will then decay (typically with a known lifetime). This secondary decay will emit
a photon which may be searched for at experiments sensitive to photon emission. Further-
more, the produced nucleus itself may be unstable and decay on time scales of interest to the
experiment. In summary the possible signals are summarized as follows:

• Emitted high energy electron

• Recoiling nucleus at recoil energies peaked around a single bin (analogous to the neutral
current case discussed above).

• Photon from nucleus being produced in an excited state

• Decay of unstable nucleus

The plethora of correlated signals makes it possible to trigger on several different signals.
The optimal search strategy will depend on the specific target being considered, experimental
capabilities, and the dark matter mass.

As an example consider β− induced decays within a Xenon based detector. Stable (or
meta-stable) isotopes can undergo the charged current absorption process:

χ+ A
54Xe→ e− + A

55Cs
(∗) , (4.14)

where A = {126 (28.4%), 131 (21.2%), 134 (10.4%), 136 (8.8%)} are the dominant isotopes
given in their natural abundance (note that neutrino-less double beta decay experiments use
enriched 136

54Xe). Depending on the Xenon isotope and the transition that takes place, the
resultant Cesium nucleus may or may not be in an excited state. As an explicit example,
consider 131

54Xe. The ground state of this isotope is a IP = 3
2

+ state while that of 131
55Cs is in

a 5
2

+ state. The Fermi ∆IF = 0 transition 3
2

+ → 3
2

+ produces an excited state of Cesium
60 keV above the Xenon ground state. Adding the electron mass results in a threshold of
mβ

th = 571 keV for the process to occur.
For an axial vector coupling the Gamow-Teller, ∆IGT = 0, ±1 transitions are also pos-

sible and one must take into account the contribution of all such possible transitions in the
amplitude. In particular, the 3

2

+ → 5
2

+ transition from the ground state of 131
54Xe to the

ground state of 131
54Cs contributes with threshold 360 keV, additionally transitions to the third
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Figure 6. The projected constraints from a dedicated search for induced β− signals at XENON1T,
LUX, Panda-XII, EXO, and KamLAND-Zen for Xenon conversion. Super-Kamiokande and Borex-
ino for absorption by Hydrogen, and by TeO2 crystals in CUORE. The various experiments, their
exposures and physics goals are summarized in Appendix B.

excited state of 131
54Cs also occur at relatively low threshold 490 keV. For setting limits, we sum

over all relevant contributions from the various allowed transitions. Fig. 5 shows the values
of the various ∆I = 0 and Gamow-Teller only ∆I = ±1 transitions for a given isotope atomic
number that correspond to relatively low thresholds and significant abundances.

To project the sensitivity of current experiments to charged current signal we require at
least 10 events with the results shown in Fig. 6 for various experiments summarized in Ap-
pendix B, where note that again (with the exception of Super-Kamiokande) these projections
assume no experimental cuts which is motivated due to the large number of correlated possible
signals; nuclear recoil, energetic e− (searches for high energy electrons could in principle even
be done using an existing analysis, for instance the S2 XENON1T data set [93], but we leave
a detailed analysis to future work), emitted γ, and decay of an unstable daughter nucleus.
For some isotopes, the excited states have not yet been fully mapped out. In general, however
for heavier elements an excited state with matching angular momentum for each transition
should exist within ∼ MeV of the ground state. For practical purposes when the data on the
excited state corresponding to the ∆I = 0 transition is not available we take the splitting to
be 1 MeV.

As with the neutral current case, limits are sensitive to the different isotopes in a given
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experiment, where mβ
th for all the possible transitions in the experiments considered here

are summarized in Fig. 5. In particular, the discontinuities in the limits of Fig. 6 occur
at mχ ∼ mβ

th, below which transitions become inaccessible for a given isotope. Projected
scale linearly with exposure of a given experiment as is expected from (4.5). In particular,
consider the projections for searches for induced β− signals at XENON1T, LUX, Panda-XII,
EXO, and KamLAND-Zen for Xenon conversion. Note that KamLAND-Zen and EXO are
dedicated neutrino-less double beta decay experiments which utilize enriched 136

54Xe target
material, while Xenon based dark matter detectors contain Xenon isotopes in their natural
abundance within. As expected the projected limits scale with exposure with XENON1T
being more sensitive than LUX or Panda-XII. At high energies EXO and KamLAND-Zen
do better than LUX and Panda-XII due to their larger exposures. However once energies
fall below the threshold for induced beta decays by absorption off 136

54Xe at about an 1 MeV,
absorption occurs through the significantly sub-dominate isotopes, weakening the projected
limits. CUORE, an experiment employing TeO2 crystals looking for neutrino-less double beta
decay, is also shown and could search for absorption of dark matter off both the Tellurium
and Oxygen nuclei. Note that Super-Kamiokande and Borexino do particularly well simply
due to their enormous Hydrogen detector volume and in particular enjoy an enhancement at
large energies due to the Fermi function relative to detectors with larger Z target materials.
The capabilities of Super-Kamiokande become more pronounced for mχ & 16MeV when it
becomes kinematically possible to induce β− decays off 16

8O (which comprises about 99% of
the oxygen in its natural abundance).

In Sec. 2.2 we discussed constraints from colliders as well as indirect detection constraints
due to dark matter stability for the case of the charged current UV model at hand. Regions
excluded due to these constraints are shaded out, and as expected stability considerations
favor dark matter masses lighter than about 10 MeV and collider constraints favor mediator
scales heavier than about a TeV.

4.2 Induced β+ Decay

We now briefly consider signals from induced β+ decays. In this process, an incoming dark
matter converts a proton into a neutron and a positron. For heavy isotopes whose nuclei
contain a significantly larger fraction of neutrons over protons, Pauli blocking of the outgo-
ing neutron disfavors the production of a neutron in the lowest-lying energy states, thereby
resulting in larger thresholds. Additionally, while such transitions have been studied in the
context of supernova neutrinos, a detailed analysis of the favored transitions is not available
in the literature and we leave this to future work. For the present, we simply focus on the case
of induced β+ transitions in experiments employing a target material consisting of Hydrogen,
and consider the process;

χ+ 1
1H→ n+ e+ , (4.15)

with threshold of 1.8 MeV.
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Figure 7. The projected constraints from a dedicated search for induced β+ signals from Hydrogen
at Super K and Borexino.

The kinematics, matrix element and rate can be calculated from the discussion above. In
Fig. 6 we show projected limits for induced β+ decay in the liquid H2O of Super-Kamiokande,
and the C6H3(CH3)3 target material of Borexino. In this way, two large volume experiments
can now probe low dark matter masses — down to the kinematic threshold of 1.9 MeV in
Borexino (which has a detection threshold of 70 keV), and the 5.3 MeV in Super-Kamiokande
(which has a detection threshold of 3.5 MeV). Projected limits for these to experiments are
shown in Fig. 7, once again, to set the limit, we assume that a given experiment can resolve
and measure the energy of the produced e±. Relative to β−, β+ processes tend to have larger
thresholds leading to complementarity between the two types of searches. Lastly we note that
asymmetric dark matter models may result in only β− or β+, further motivating carrying out
both types of searches.

5 Charged Current: β Endpoint Shifts

Having already considered β transitions induced by charged current operators, we now con-
sider the possible signals in isotopes which β decay without the presence of dark matter. In
these isotopes, light dark matter absorption with an unstable parent nucleus causes a shift
in the kinematic endpoint of the β spectrum. Since the decay is allowed in vacuum, this is
a threshold-less process and can occur for arbitrarily light dark matter. In particular, kine-
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Fermi 3H

Gamow-Teller 14C 32Si 60Co 63Ni 154Eu 228Ra

1st forbidden 39Ar 42Ar 79Se 85Kr 90Sr 137Cs 151Sm 194Os 204Tl 210Pb 227Ac 241Pu

2nd forbidden 36Cl 94Nb 99Tc 126Sn

Table 2. Every isotope which dominantly β− decays and has a half-life between 108 and 1013 sec-
onds, categorized by their main transition [104]. Only Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions are not
momentum-suppressed for our charged current operators and therefore of interest to us.

matic endpoint shifts can probe mχ . MeV, where induced β transitions are kinematically
forbidden by Eq. (4.2). Isotopes which β+ decay have smaller scattering rates than those
which β− decay due to the Fermi function, while those which electron-capture decay still have
kinematic thresholds (albeit smaller ones). Thus, we ignore targets which naturally β+ or
electron-capture decay and just focus on those which β− decay9.

Detecting rare β− spectra endpoint shifts is difficult due to the lack of experiments with
large exposures of unstable targets. There are only a few well motivated physics goals which
employ β− decaying isotopes: measuring the SM neutrino masses [96–98], detecting the Cosmic
Neutrino Background (CνB) [99], and producing light sterile neutrinos [100, 101]. In this
section we consider the possibility of using one of these existing or proposed experiments to
look for fermionic absorption. Needless to say, the experimental requirements for detecting
dark matter in this way are often quite relaxed relative to those needed for other experimental
physics goals. For example, CνB detection experiments must resolve β− energies at the
possible scale of SM neutrinos’ masses,mν ∼ 0.1 eV, thus requiring a target with a lowQ value:
tritium. By contrast, the fermionic dark matter we consider is heavier: mχ & 190 eV [102, 103],
so this target selection criterion is irrelevant. This motivates us to consider different β−

decaying isotopes more generally than the present proposals.
Toward this end, we categorize every isotope which dominantly β− decays and has a

half-life between 108 and 1013 seconds in Table 210. In addition to dominantly decaying
via Fermi or Gamow-Teller transitions, some of these isotopes predominantly undergo first
forbidden transitions (∆π = 1, ∆I = 0,±1,±2) or second forbidden transitions (∆π = 0,
∆I = ±2,±3), where ∆π is the parity change and ∆I the spin change. The Fermi and
Gamow-Teller transition isotopes in Table 2 are of particular interest to us since they are the

9One could also consider re-purposing sterile-neutrino search experiments which used β+ [94] and electron-
capture [95] decaying isotopes. Unfortunately, the smallest mixing angle they constrain is 4× 10−3 [94] which
corresponds to an already-constrained Λ in the charged current operator in Eq. (4.1) from direct searches.

10We do not consider shorter half-lives since tritium’s half-life is roughly 4×108 seconds and would therefore
be a better target than any shorter lived isotope. Isotopes with longer half-lives than 1013 seconds decay via
even higher order forbidden transitions.
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most long lived β−-decaying isotopes for which the dark matter capture rates would not be
momentum suppressed. We systematically checked the most recent β−-decay experiments to
verify that none had significant exposures of these interesting targets11. This is expected since
the exposures required to determine β− spectra and half-lives are generally small.

The largest experimental proposals with targets which can undergo a Fermi or Gamow-
Teller transition are made of tritium. The proposal with the largest tritium exposure is
PTOLEMY which hopes to be the first experiment to measure the CνB [99]12. There has also
been recent interest in using a comparable exposure of tritium in an experiment to measure
coherent neutrino-atom scattering [111]. Regardless, we will do a proposal-independent anal-
ysis below when projecting sensitivities to the charged current signal which only depends on
the exposure of tritium.

Tritium β− decays to Helium via

3H→ 3He + e− + ν̄e, (5.1)

where 3H and 3He refer to the nuclei (and not the atoms) of those isotopes. The Q-value for
this decay is

Q = m3H −m3He −me −mν ' 18.6 keV, (5.2)

where m3H ' 2808.921 MeV and m3He ' 2808.391 MeV are the nuclear masses. The charged
current operators in Eq. (4.1) allow tritium to capture incoming dark matter via

χ+ 3H→ 3He + e−. (5.3)

Since the tritium nuclear transition is from 1/2+ → 1/2+, both the vector and axial-vector
operators contribute to the fermionic absorption rate.

Using Eqs. (4.5) and (4.12) from above, we find the rate for tritium to absorb fermionic
dark matter is

R =
ρχ
mχ

N3H

|~pe|
4πm3HΛ4

F (Z + 1, Ee)

[
Ee

(
2m3H −m3He + 2mχ − Ee

)
−m2

e

+ 2λ
(
E2
e −m2

e

)
+ λ2

(
Ee

(
2m3H +m3He + 2mχ − Ee

)
−m2

e

)]
. (5.4)

Unlike in heavy elements where corrections due to the Fermi-Dirac distribution of nucleons
in a nucleus are difficult to compute, for tritium, these have been well studied. To account
for such corrections, we map λ→

√
2.788/3λ [112]. Then, in the light dark matter limit, we

reproduce the standard neutrino capture cross section on tritium [46].

11References for each isotope are 14C [105], 32Si [106], 60Co [107], 63Ni [108], 154Eu [109], and 228Ra [110].
12While KATRIN [96] and Project 8 [98] also use tritium, they need far less than PTOLEMY’s proposed

amount for their measurements of the electron antineutrino’s mass and will not probe charged current operator
parameter space which is not already ruled out by LHC constraints.
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Figure 8. Bounds from dark matter capture events on tritium inside an experiment with a 100 g
yr, 1 kg yr, or 10 kg yr exposure. For reference, PTOLEMY has a proposed exposure of at least 100 g
yr [99]. Also shown is the LHC bound [59] on our UV completion and the lightest possible fermionic
dark matter mχ ∼ 190 eV consistent with dwarf spheroidal galaxies [102, 103].

To project the sensitivity of future tritium-based experiments, we again require the num-
ber of absorption events to be less than 10. To connect the projected sensitivities of this
low-mχ region to those already considered above from the induced β signals, we show pro-
jected bounds on σ ≡ m2

χ/
(
4πΛ4

)
in Fig. 8 for tritium exposures of 100 g yr, 1 kg yr, and

10 kg yr. PTOLEMY [99] expects to have an exposure of at least 100 g yr. We also show
the direct searches bound [59] on the UV completion from Sec. 2.2. It is interesting that
with less than 1 kg yr of tritium, a future experiment could start probing the lightest possible
fermionic dark matter [102, 103] with these charged current interactions. This provides further
motivation to pursue proposals such as PTOLEMY.
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6 Discussion

In this work, we comprehensively consider signals from the absorption of fermionic dark mat-
ter by nuclear targets at direct detection and neutrino experiments. These signals arise from
a set of dimension-6 operators which do not conserve dark matter number and can be broadly
classified into “neutral current” and “charged current” varieties. We present simple UV com-
pletions which lead to these operators and consider bounds from indirect searches for dark
matter decays, as well as bounds coming from searches at collider experiments.

The neutral current operators induce dark matter velocity-independent nuclear recoils
at distinct energies with relative spacing and peaks which result in a distinguishable signal.
We present the general expressions for the rates as well as study the kinematics. We find
that future (lower threshold) dark matter experiments employing lighter targets can achieve
sensitivity to mχ . MeV while remaining consistent with bounds from collider searches and
indirect detection. Due to decay rates scaling with large powers of mχ, above an MeV, the
bounds from indirect detection become stringent. However, these constraints depend on the
UV completion, while our projected sensitivities do not, so indirect detection constraints can
in principle be fine-tuned away. Regardless, current dark matter and neutrino experiments
can similarly probe a large unexplored parameter space.

In the presence of a dark matter background, the charged current operators can induce
β decays in otherwise stable isotopes. This yields multiple possible signals: the ejected en-
ergetic e±, the nuclear recoil of the daughter nucleus, a prompt γ from the decay of the
excited daughter nucleus, and further decay if its unstable. These correlated signals (unique
for every isotope in an experiment) could be searched for simultaneously to reduce possible
backgrounds. While one may consider both β− and β+ decays for any element, large sup-
pressions in β+ rates in heavier isotopes makes β− the more promising candidate for every
element, other than Hydrogen. We project sensitivity for a variety of current dark matter
and neutrino experiments, finding powerful sensitivities, easily surpassing current direct and
indirect constraints for 300 keV . mχ . 30 MeV. In addition, we make projections for in-
duced β+ decays in Hydrogen for Borexino and Super-Kamiokande. Due to their shear size,
we find these experiments can probe deep into unexplored parameter space, having the largest
potential impact for heavier masses.

While induced β decays are prominent signals that can be seen in almost any dark matter
or neutrino experiment, they inevitably require dark matter that is sufficiently heavy to induce
such a transition putting the rough lower bound on the sensitivities ofmχ & 500 keV. To probe
lower masses one can instead look for shifts in the kinematic endpoint of β spectra in isotopes
that are already unstable in a vacuum. Due to the lack of existing or future experiments with
such targets, we focused on the projected sensitivity of a tritium-based experiment, such as
PTOLEMY. We find that such experiments could probe the lightest possible fermionic dark
matter consistent with phase space packing bounds which interacts with the SM through these
charged current operators.

There is a host of current experiments which could discover dark matter from dedicated
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analyses for signals from the absorption of fermionic dark matter on nuclear targets. As such,
different experiments could probe complementary unexplored regions of parameter space. The
possibility of dark matter which interacts with the SM through either neutral or charged cur-
rent operators further motivates many proposed future experiments which have other concrete
physics goals. As the quest for dark matter leads us away from the WIMP paradigm and into
the ocean of light dark matter scenarios, fermionic absorption represents an exciting new class
of signals that could, in the near future, discover the nature of dark matter.
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A Neutral Current Rate at Higher Order

To produce Fig. 2, we need to evaluate the energy-conserving δ function in Eq. (3.3) at O
(
v1
)

since evaluating it at O
(
v0
)
yields a differential scattering rate proportional to a delta function

in ER (see Eq. (3.7)). At O
(
v1
)
, we find

δ

(
ER + pν −mχ

(
1 +

v2

2

))
'
δ
(
cos θqv − cos θ0

qv

)
mχv

, (A.1)

where

cos θ0
qv =

ER +
√

2MER −mχ

mχv
. (A.2)

The superscript indicates that this is the value for cos θqv at which the energy-conserving δ
function’s argument vanishes. This cosine’s allowed range places a minimum condition on v:

vmin =

∣∣ER +
√

2MER −mχ

∣∣
mχ

. (A.3)

The differential scattering rate at O (v) is then

dR

dER
= NT

ρχ
mχ

√
ER
2M

|MN |2

16πm2
χpν

∫
d3v

f(v)

v
θ (v − vmin) (A.4)

where pν =
√

2
√

2mχ

√
ERM − 2ER

(
M +

√
2MER

)
. We approximate the dark matter ve-

locity distribution with a capped Maxwell distribution (see [71] for a review)

f(~v) =
1

N
exp

[
−(~v + ~ve)

2

v2
0

]
θ (vesc − |~v + ~ve|) , (A.5)

where N = π3/2v3
0

(
erf [vesc/v0]− 2vesc√

πv0
exp

[
−v2

esc/v
2
0

])
normalizes the velocity distribution to

unity, ve ' 240 km/s is the Earth’s approximate galactic velocity (dominated by the Sun’s),
v0 ' 220 km/s, and vesc ' 550 km/s is the galactic escape velocity. Thus, the differential
scattering rate on a single isotope j per target mass is

1

MT

dRj
dER

=
ρχ
mχ

σNC
NjMj

√
2ERMj

2MTm2
χpν

A2
jF

2
j

〈
1

v

〉
v>vmin

, (A.6)

where vmin is given by Eq. (A.3). With this, we produce the differential scattering rates from
fermionic absorption off the few target isotopes in CRESST in Fig. 2.
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Experiment Goal Exposure Target EthNR Refs

CRESSTII DM 52 kg day CaWO4 crystals 307 eV [88]

CRESSTIII DM 2.39 kg day CaWO4 crystals 100 eV [72]

DAMIC DM 0.6 kg day Si CCDs 0.7 keV [85]

DarkSide-50 DM 6786 kg day Liquid Ar 0.6 keV [83, 84]

EDELWEISS DM .0334 kg day Ge 0.06 keV [87]

LUX DM 91.8 kg yr Liquid Xe 4 keV [1]

NEWS-G DM 9.7 kg day Neon 720 eV [86]

PandaX-II DM/0ν2β 150 kg yr Liquid Xe 3 keV [75]

PICO-60 DM 3420 kg day Superheated CF3I 13.6 keV [79]

PICO-60 DM 1167 kg day Superheated C3F8 3.3 keV [80]

SuperCDMS DM 577 kg day Ge crystals 1.6 keV [81]

CDMSlite DM 70 kg day Ge crystals 0.4 keV [82]

XENON1T DM 1.0 t yr Liquid Xe 3 keV [76]

CUORE 0ν2β 86.3 kg yr TeO2 crystals 100 keV [73]

EXO-200 0ν2β 233 kg yr Liquid 136
54Xe — [113]

KamLAND-Zen 0ν2β 504 kg yr 136
54Xe in LS — [114]

Borexino solar ν 817 t yr C6H3 (CH3)3 500 keV [74]

COHERENT CEνNS 6726 kg day CsI[Na] 6.5 keV [77, 78]

Super-Kamiokande ν 171,000 t yr H2O — [92]

Table 3. Experiments which can probe fermionic dark matter absorption signals for which we show
projected sensitivities in Figs. 4, 6, and 7. Experiments without an explicit nuclear recoil threshold,
EthNR, are not used for neutral current projections.

B Relevant Current Experiments

Here we summarize the relevant details of all current experiments for which we project sen-
sitivities in Figs. 4, 6, and 7. A few additional comments are in order for some of these
experiments. We give projections based on Run 2 of CDMSlite [82] and not Run 3 [115] since
Run 2 had a larger exposure and roughly the same threshold. We conservatively underesti-
mate Borexino’s exposure by assuming that the 3218 days which had at least an 8-hr exposure
only had an 8-hr exposure. Borexino’s electron equivalent energy threshold is close to 70 keV
[116], which corresponds to a proton recoil threshold of 500 keV [117]. It’s also worth noting
that the Carbon recoil threshold is too high thanks to its poor relative light yield. EXO-200
is 80% 136

54Xe, while KamLAND-Zen is 91%.
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